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PRESS RELEASE 
 

Kirchdorf, 13 July 2015 
 
Kirchdorfer and Asamer expand their co-operation in the area of waste recycling 
KIAS Recycling takes over 50% of SRB Pöchlarn 
 
The co-operation between Asamer and Kirchdorfer in the area of the production of recycling 
material for thermal and material utilization that started in the year 2013 is about to be expanded. 
At the beginning of July the common joint venture KIAS Recycling GmbH took over 50% of SRP 
Sekundär Rohstoff Produktion GmbH at the location of Pöchlarn. Jürgen Sacklehner and Reinhard 
Kerschner were appointed managers of SRP. The owners agreed not to disclose the purchase price. 
 
 
Expansion with future perspectives 
 
The enterprise is directly situated next to the Highway West and has a production and processing 
capacity of presently 20,000 tons of substitute raw material and substitute fuels per year that will 
be used in the cement works of the new shareholders.  
“Ecological cement production demands the reduction of CO2 emission that is released when coal 
is burned for example. This is why we use 80 % alternative fuels today. With the expansion of the 
co-operation the Kirchdorfer cement works can guarantee on a long term basis a share of the 
necessary fuels, but also suitable substitute raw materials in adequate quality.“ says Erich 
Frommwald, CEO of the Kirchdorfer Group. 
Klaus Födinger, CEO of Asamer Baustoffe AG points out the advantages of the co-operation: “It is 
important for our cement works in Slovakia to have a strategic pillar for the supply of alternative 
fuels in Austria, as Slovakia has not had an adequate landfill regulation yet. Saving fossil fuels 
means a huge ecological contribution.” 
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About the KIAS Recyling GmbH 
 
The KIAS Recycling GmbH is situated in Kirchdorf and has specialized on the recycling of scrap tires 
and the production of high-quality alternative fuels since 2013. 
In the granulating facility in Ohlsdorf the scrap tires are separated into rubber (about 65%), steal 
(about 25%) and textile cord (about 10%). The final products are high-quality materials that are 
then used for fall protection, impact sound insulation, artificial turf fields, children’s play grounds, 
etc. in addition to that a stronger focus will be put on high-quality alternative fuels in order to 
replace hard coal. 
 

Caption: 
SRP Logo 

Caption: 
Aerial view of SRP Sekundär Rohstoff Produktion GmbH 
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About the Kirchdorfer Group 
 
The Kirchdorfer Group is a privately owned international construction materials group located in 
Kirchdorf/OÖ that is active in the areas cement, raw material (stone, sand, gravel, ready mixed 
concrete) and precast concrete elements, respectively pre-fabricated houses. Starting from the 
headquarters that was founded as a cement plant in 1888, the diversified group generated an 
annual turnover over 250 million Euros in 13 countries. 
For further information see: www.kirchdorfer.eu 
 
About the Asamer Baustoffe AG 
 
The Asamer Baustoffe AG Group (ABAG) comprises 22 enterprises that are active in the areas 
stone, gravel, concrete and cement mainly in Austria, Slovakia and Bosnia and Herzegovina. The 
ABAG has 900 employees and generated an annual turnover of almost 166 million Euros in 2014 
For further information see: www.asamer.at 
 
 
Press contact: 
We look forward to your editorial interest and are more than willing to answer your questions: 
 
Dipl.Ing.(BA) Matthias Pfützner 
Head of Group Marketing/Kirchdorfer Indurstries 
4560 Kirchdorf, Hofmannstraße 4 
T.:+43 5 7715 200 420 
E.: Matthias.pfuetzner@kirchdorf.at 
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